
CMG Resume Checklist

Convey a “story” about your value-add that draws the reader in...

Purpose: Equip you with “Best Practices” to convey your skills and experience in a clear
and compelling way to a recruiter. Here are three checklists for different stages of your
resume creation process:

● Phase 1: Before you start...

● Phase 2: While you are drafting and iterating...

● Phase 3: Post-review check-list



Phase 1: Before you start...

Know where you’re headed.
❏ What industry/role are you coming from? What are you targeting?
❏ If you’re pivoting role and/or industry, what resume format best highlights your

skills and experience? Have you considered the hybrid or functional format to
highlight transferable skills?
❏ Career Tools > Writing your job search materials > Resume > Hybrid or

Functional
❏ Review job descriptions of roles you’re interested in. What are the top 3-5

transferable skills you see listed?
❏ What transferable skills do you have in general?
❏ What transferable skills do you have that overlap with the roles you’re interested

in?
❏ What are your skill gaps that an internship and/or extracurricular experiences can

fill?
❏ Career Tools > Writing your job search materials > Resume > Hybrid or

Functional >Transferable Skills

Know your audience. What are the skills and information that will be compelling for your
audience? What’s the impression you want someone to have of you after reviewing your
resume?
❏ What’s the “story” your resume can tell?
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Phase 2: While you are drafting and iterating...

Take a step back. Is your resume format inviting?
❏ Does your current visual layout draw someone in or overwhelm with too much

text?
❏ If you have many bullets that are 2-3 lines, see how you can edit them down. You

may be trying to include content that could be split into 2 bullets.

Take the POV of the recruiter who looks through hundreds of resumes. Is your
contribution and impact immediately clear to someone who has no idea about your
background?
❏ Every line is high value real estate. Include only content that is compelling and

relevant to the role you’re applying for.
❏ Your resume is not meant to be an accurate historical record of what

you’ve accomplished. Be strategic about including only what is relevant to
the role you are applying for.

❏ Get rid of industry jargon. Use language from your target industry/roles to
describe your past experience.
❏ Don’t include names of companies or organizations that have no meaning

to the reader. It may be more effective to leave names and titles out and
use simple words to describe what the organization is.

❏ For example, if pivoting from finance to product management in Tech,
consider framing past experience building financial models as building
financial “products” and “processes”

Include only bullets with strong opening verbs and clear impact.
❏ Four components of a strong bullet.

❏ WHAT (What did you do). HOW (Skills used). IMPACT (For the sake of
what is what I did important?). WHY (Context)

❏ Career Tools > Writing your job search materials > Resume > Content
dropdown for video about how to craft impactful bullets

❏ Start your bullet with the most important element. Often recruiters are skimming
resumes and will stop after the first half of a bullet if it’s not compelling or if it’s
confusing.

❏ When possible, include quantifiable IMPACT, otherwise your bullet may read like
a “job description” with focus on “what” you did
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Leverage the “Education” section
❏ List only what is relevant to the role you are targeting.

❏ Include extracurriculars that convey experience in your target
role/industry.

❏ Include only information for undergrad if it truly is additive and is relevant.
(Your GPA from undergrad can be removed.)

Leverage the “Additional” section
❏ Stand out as a unique person who would be great to have on a team

❏ Rather than a generic list of hobbies or interests, include just one or two
things and include something about each one that is unique and
memorable.

❏ Rather than listing volunteer experience through the names of
organizations, focus on WHY you’re involved, and HOW your involvement
provides impact. This gives a window into you as a person.



Phase 3: Post-review check-list

Take a step back. Is your resume format inviting, and your content clear and
compelling?
❏ Make sure there is visual “spaciousness,” otherwise the brain will unconsciously

“turn away” from too much text
❏ Scan your resume quickly, which is how a hiring manager or recruiter will be

reviewing it. Are your skills, impact, and value-add clear, at-a-glance?
❏ Seek feedback about your resume from people who have worked in the

role/industry you are targeting, or are working in it currently.


